
TEXT AND TYPE SIZE

Font and text
-Use non-serif font (e.g. Arial, Source Sans Pro,
Helvetica) as it is easier to read from a distance
-Avoid mixing too many fonts. Two is ideal; one for
headings and one for body content
-Avoid adding text shadow 
-Use text processing, do not copy paste images  
as text

Type size
-For titles, the font size should be larger than 80
-Reccomended font size for body content: 48, larger
than 26

Line spacing
-One and a half or double spacing between lines
will help with readability from a distance

Alignment and space
-Apply a consistent text alignment (left, right,
centre or justified) throughout the presentation
-Allow for empty space between poster elements to
differentiate and accentuate these elements

VISUAL

Images
-Images should be minimally 180 DPI/PPI 
-When placing images/graphics on presentation,
ensure they retain their original aspect ratio so
they are not stretched on the sides
-Please ensure the UWA logo follows the branding
guidelines

Colour
-Use colours for emphasis but sparingly for
maximum impact
-Work with a small range of colours (2-3 colours is
recommended) to avoid making your poster look
chaotic.
-Select colours that work well together so that they
don’t clash with the other information in the
presentation.

Submission
Please email your completed posters to
eeu@uwa.edu.au by C.O.B 27th October 2021.

DIAGRAMS
To present numerical data, it will be preferred to present it in the form of graphs, rather than
tables. Graphs can highlight trends in the data much more evidently. However if data has to be
presented in table-form, aim to keep it simple and concise.

Register here to attend, 10 November 2021!

Call for Poster
Presentations

Guidelines for Teaching
Excellence poster

Paper Size - A1, Landscape format

Earning Opportunities
Career development 
 and employability
Digital capability and
engagement
Wellbeing and success
Vibrant and
connected community
Indigenous knowledge
Inclusive and
diversified student
community

 
Possible themes

supporting an excellent
student experience :
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